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Description of Badges 
 

 Low CallOpen In Position 

 Wide CallOpen In Position 
 

 Low CallOpen Out of Position  

  Wide CallOpen Out of Position 
 

 Low CallOpen on Blinds vs CO and BTN 

 Wide CallOpen on Blinds vs CO and BTN 
(badges will show when callopen of opponent is low or bigger on 25% of average value on your limit) 
 

 High Profit of Hero vs Opponent 

 Minus Profit of Hero vs Opponent 
(badges will show when profit of Hero against this opponent is low or bigger on 15% of average value) 
This group of two badges will help you with table selection  
and you will see weak players(regulars) against which you win 
 

 Fold  to cold 4bet 
 

 Fold to iso-3bet 
 

 Fold to 4bet after Squeeze 
 

 Limp call PreFlop and check-fold on Flop 
 

 

  3Bet Pot: Fold to Cbet FLOP In Position on EP 

 3Bet Pot: Fold to Cbet FLOP Out of Position on EP 
 

 3Bet Pot: Fold to Cbet FLOP In Position on MP 

 3Bet Pot: Fold to Cbet FLOP Out of Position on MP 
 

 3Bet Pot: Fold to Cbet FLOP In Position on CO 

 3Bet Pot: Fold to Cbet FLOP Out of Position on CO 
 

 3Bet Pot: Fold to Cbet FLOP on BTN 
 

 

 Preflop raiser In Position check on flop and fold to a bet of Caller on Turn 
PFR-IP Flop: Caller check / PFR Check  
 Turn: Caller bet / PFR Fold 

 
 

 Caller IP call 2barrels and more often fold to 33% pot bet on river 

 Caller IP call 2barrels and more often fold to 50% pot bet on river 

 Caller IP call 2barrels and more often fold to 75% pot bet on river 
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Group of Badges “Number of Leaks/Exploits” 
Group of badges that show number of leaks/exploits on postflop for Preflop raiser(PFR), Caller IP/OOP 
and for 3bet Pots 
 

 
   

  …..    - Number of leaks/exploits of preflop raiser in position (PFR IP) 

  …..    - Number of leaks/exploits of preflop raiser out of position (PFR OOP) 

  …..    - Number of leaks/exploits of preflop raise in position (Caller IP) 

  …..    - Number of leaks/exploits of preflop raise out of position (Caller OOP) 
 

     - Badges for 3bet pots 
 
Groups of badges for classification of opponents by aggression and a profit on postflop: 

 - PFR/Preflop raiser: High aggression and High Profit  

 - PFR/Preflop raiser: High aggression and Low Profit  

 - PFR/Preflop raiser: Low aggression and Low Profit  

 - Caller: High Profit 

 - Caller: Low Profit 

      - Badges for 3bet pots 
 
 

Group of Badges for Steal vs BB 
These badges shows when opponent has high folds to steal vs SB  

 BB Fold to Steal SB 2.3bb / 2.9bb / 3.5bb 

  BB Fold to Steal SB 2.3bb / 2.9bb  

  BB Fold to Steal SB 2.9bb / 3.5bb 

 -and others 
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Group of Badges for BetSizes 
 

 - Fold to 3bet in position then opponent openraise 2.0-2.29bb 

 - Fold to 3bet out of position on then opponent openraise 2.0-2.29bb 
 Badge will appears when: 

fold to 3bet more then 60% with raise 2-2.49x 
fold to 3bet more then 64% with raise 2.5-2.89x 
fold to 3bet more then 69% with raise 2.9-3.59x 

 

  - Fold to 3bet in position then opponent openraise 2.3-2.89bb 

  - Fold to 3bet out of position on then opponent openraise 2.3-2.89bb 
 Badge will appears when: 

fold to 3bet more then 62% with raise 2-2.49x 
fold to 3bet more then 66% with raise 2.5-2.89x 
fold to 3bet more then 70% with raise 2.9-3.59x 

 

  - Fold to 3bet in position then opponent openraise 2.9-3.49bb 

  - Fold to 3bet out of position on then opponent openraise 2.9-3.49bb 
 Badge will appears when: 

fold to 3bet more then 64% with raise 2-2.49x 
fold to 3bet more then 67% with raise 2.5-2.89x 
fold to 3bet more then 72% with raise 2.9-3.59x 

 

  - BB fold to steal SB vs different openraises: 
 Badge will appears when: 

fold to steal BB vs SB more then 61% vs Openraise 2-2.29bb 
fold to steal BB vs SB more then 66% vs Openraise 2.3-2.89bb 
fold to steal BB vs SB more then 70% vs Openraise 2.9-3.49bb 
 

 (All folds have zero profit on preflop) 
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